Charges dropped against student

Patrick Decker files countersuit against his accuser

By Auten Mawar

The night of Oct. 28, Board of Visitors member Edi Goldschmidt, ‘75, held a party for Delta Delta Delta at the sorority’s home in Williamsburg. The so-called social event, however, turned into a wild party when Decker’s accuser and the other male student member found Decker, Decker’s party Gerdelman and a female sorority member in an upstairs bedroom, and rumors spread throughout the community.

“I regret to inform you that a rape occurred last night at the Gerdelman’s home to a more diverse spectrum of organisms than any other body of water on campus.”

According to a popular campus myth, the Crim Dell was the second-most-romantic spot on a college campus by Playboy. However, according to Mark Duran, research librarian at the Phoebus Editorial Library in Chicago, the College has never been mentioned in any Playboy article. Many students are aware of the reputation that goes along with the bridge, and if you walk over the bridge alone, you are doomed to a giant birthday wish.

Crim Dell plays host to wide variety of species

By John Taylor

Despite the smell, the Crim Dell is home to a more diverse spectrum of organisms than any other body of water on campus.

The Crim Dell is one of the College’s most well-known locations. Its scenic location is the highlight of many campus tours, graces the cover of admissions brochures and is often used by students as a place to post giant birthday wishes.

According to a popular campus myth, the Crim Dell was rated the second-most-romantic spot on a college campus by Playboy. However, according to Mark Duran, research librarian at the Phoebus Editorial Library in Chicago, the College has never been mentioned in any Playboy article. Many students are aware of the reputation that goes along with the bridge, and if you walk over the bridge alone, you are doomed to a giant birthday wish.

Crim Dell is also connected to the tradition of the Triangle. Each year students jump in the murky water, according to the College’s website, “to push your significant other off the bridge.”

"Crimes against nature" were fulfilled not through his actions alone, but through the organized movements of a concerned, active and subversive group of protestors.

"We are the most famous and the best known of all the modern movement personalities, but we all worked in the venue of liberty and the struggles of Dr. King, and also worked in the venue of liberty and the struggles of the Civil Rights Act of 1964."
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Beyond the ‘Burg

CLASS USES ‘SEX AND THE CITY’ TO EXAMINE GENDER, SEXUALITY

(U-WIRE) RALEIGH, N.C. — Analyzing Sarah Jessica Parker’s sex appeal may now be worthy of an ‘A’.

The gala of “Sex and the City” has illuminated aspects of a female college student’s life — now they can even be found in the classroom.

A course offered by Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the nation’s leading technical university, is aimed at sexuality education through the lens of the popular HBO series.

Marriage, dying, gender roles, job hunting and sex are just a few examples of material on the course syllabus.

Mara More, a senior sociology and “Sex and the City” fanatic, said she thought the course was a great idea.

“I own all six seasons,” she said with a giggle.

Although More said she indulged her infatuation with the show, she pointed out that there are also important lessons to be learned.

“I don’t think many people realize the important gender issues the show deals with,” More said. “In our society, it’s basically expected that women will get married and have kids.

She pointed to the series as useful to combat these expectations, and described many single women as “the newachelles of our time.”

The series, however, is not just about sex. More said it deals with important social issues and allows women to talk about their lives in a different way.

The success of the course has also been echoed by students at MIT — because some of the issues women may feel at such a large and science-intensive institution.

“Many people have really liked this class because it was so different from the other classes they’re taking,” Laura Stuart, a sexuality educator who teaches at the university, said.

There has been a large amount of interest from students. The course, first offered in Fall 2005, had about 25 students registered with others showing up and hoping to add the course after the first meetings, she said.

— By Haley Hanz, Technician (N.C. State)

(compiled by student writer)

REVIEWS

The Flahat wishes to correct any facts printed incorrectly. Corrections may be submitted by e-mail to the Flat Hat. The opinions page incorrectly listed columnist Angela Fournier as a junior at the College.

Does swimming 62 miles a week sound like fun? How about in North Palm Beach, Florida? The swim team here at William and Mary are accepted at any time.

If you’ve got questions about our Online section, we’ve got answers. Visit The Flat Hat online and click Resources then FAQ to view the new Frequently Asked Questions page.

If you’ve got questions about the online section, we’ve got answers. Visit The Flat Hat online and click Resources then FAQ to view the new Frequently Asked Questions page.

Police Beat

Tuesday, Dec. 12 — An LC2 projector worth $1,500 was reportedly stolen from the School of Education.

Thursday, Dec. 14 — Vandalism to two bicycles, causing an estimated $50 in damage, was reported at Monroe Hall.

An individual was reportedly drugged in public near Millington Hall.

Friday, Dec. 15 — A bicycle worth $200 was reportedly stolen at the Law School apartment complex.

Saturday, Dec. 16 — A wallet was reported stolen at the fraternity apartment complex.

Sunday, Dec. 17 — A vehicle was reportedly vandalized at the Terrier Ave. room.

A bicycle was reportedly stolen from the Campus Drive. The bicycle is valued at $250.

Friday, Dec. 22 — An officer reported three male juveniles on skateboard-wheels trespassing at the fraternity complex.

Sunday, Dec. 24 — A non-student was arrested on Richmond Road for the following alleged crimes: driving under the influence, underage possession of alcohol, having an expired drivers license and provisional license.

Wednesday, Dec. 27 — An officer reported that the Tucker Hall sign facing the Sunken Garden was spray painted with the word gay.

Thursday, Dec. 28 — An officer reportedly discovered a possible liquor violation at the Thorens House.

Saturday, Dec. 30 — A Williamsburg resident was arrested in the Ewell complex for allegedly driving under the influence while communicating on a cell phone.

Friday, Jan. 6 — A post office supervisor reported a complaint about a possible lottery by one of his employees.

Sunday, Jan. 15 — An officer reportedly identified a possible break-in in Delta Phi.

Sunday, Jan. 15 — A student was arrested for allegedly being drunk in public near Tucker Hall.

A student reported receiving annoying phone calls at the Law School apartment complex.

(compiled by student writer)

Street Beat: What are your New Year’s resolutions?

To beatz at peace with everyone, and to find the lady who got lost and helped them find their way.

To get my photo Senate before September.

To become more elegant, study more and to help out.

(photos and interviews by Emmy Fritz-Krecekow)
In the oil-rich nation of Nigeria, the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta rebel group has led a series of attacks against oil facilities, aiming to force the Nigerian government to stop oil production and demands for more control over oil resources and a more equitable distribution of oil wealth. The rebels, known as the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND), have been active since 2001 and have targeted oil facilities, pipelines, and offshore platforms. The group has been involved in several attacks, including one in January 2013 that resulted in the death of four Royal Dutch Shell workers and the capture of several others. The Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND) rebel group has been active in the oil-rich region of the Niger Delta, demanding control over the oil fields, which are under the control of the Nigerian government. The rebels have been involved in several attacks, including the Jan. 18 online edition of the BBC News, the Niger Delta region continues to be a source of oil reserves, but local residents said that the people living in the area were protected by their vast natural resources. They argue that the oil companies are diverting all the wealth from their way of life by polluting the area.

"We are fighting for the control of our resources, which we have reserved only on basis of use by force," the militant leader of the Niger Delta region, Boko Haram, said.

The rebels' tactics have caused significant damage to the oil industry, with several platforms and pipelines being targeted. The rebels have also been involved in attacks on security forces and oil workers, leading to increased security measures and a tightening of the security around oil facilities. However, the rebels have also faced formidable opposition from the Nigerian military and security forces, who have been able to suppress some attacks and retrieve some hostages. The conflict has sparked international concern, with several nations expressing their support for Nigeria in its efforts to maintain stability and security in the region.

Despite these challenges, the rebels continue to operate and have managed to maintain some level of influence in the Niger Delta region. The exact number of individuals involved in the group is unknown, but it is estimated that there are several hundred active members. The group's goals and methods are not well understood, and it is difficult to predict their future actions.

The Nigerian government has been engaged in a series of negotiations with the rebels, including the Jan. 18 internet edition of the BBC News. The Nigerian government has not ruled out the possibility of negotiating with the rebels, but it has stated that any talks would need to be based on the principle of respect for Nigerian sovereignty and territorial integrity.

The conflict in the Niger Delta region has been a source of concern for the international community, with several nations expressing their support for Nigeria in its efforts to maintain stability and security in the region. The conflict has also had a significant impact on Nigeria's economy, with several oil facilities and pipelines being targeted. The government has been working to increase security in the region and bring an end to the conflict, but it has been met with challenges.

The Nigerian government has also been engaging in a series of talks with the rebels, including the Jan. 18 internet edition of the BBC News. The government has stated that it is open to negotiations, but it has emphasized that any talks would need to be based on the principle of respect for Nigerian sovereignty and territorial integrity.
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How to Avoid Losing a Job — and Still Have Some Fun

By Jay Hershey

Debate Grows
On '06 Outlook
Economic growth slowed last year, leading to higher interest rates, higher energy costs and a手游 for the year. Economists now expect
the Federal Reserve to cut rates in the near future.
The Federal Reserve in deters-
mines the growth rate of the economy. This year, it is expected that the Fed will cut rates by half a percentage point. This is a
positive move for businesses and consumers, as it will reduce the cost of borrowing and make it easier to access credit.

Conceived in School, Your Last.
Richael engaged, the best questions for any self-proclaimed But on the other hand, if it is true that 2009 is dis- asked the question: where is the class of 2009? in involvement can be measured if they are overshad- caused far worse things to happen; however, relative- loping classes — are intimidated by such an active and counterparts. Could it be that other classes — incom- Involvement from the class of 2007 is almost as perform ing phenoms and everything else in between. a proud student from the class of 2007 standing behind rea...
Success: it’s not what you think

Define success. In our modern world, it is not that hard to do. It seems that everyone has their own idea of the meaning of success. There’s a whole industry out there geared toward those yearning to be successful. Self-improvement books claim to help their readers become successful business owners, or achieve "weight loss success. Mothers can do one, two and three to be successful home-makers. The world tells us that for every person there are goals to be still set, steps to take, tactics to use, people to surpass, work to be done and things to worry about before we reach that elusive pedestal upon which "success" so proudly sits.

But what is gained? When the goals are reached, when the quotas are met, when the money is in, is it all worth the loss? Yes, the loss. The too that were stepped on, the struggles you’ve called in the weeds, the friends who pine for your presence through their online for your newfound bliss. Your newfound success. I’m sorry. This is not meant to be a rant, but a call for improvement on all our parts. A call to happenings. To the true definition of success, not as the...
Syncoped melodies thrive in latest musical

The tubes that have McIntyre working so hard have been around since the Muscarelle opened in 1983. The solar wall was originally designed not as an art piece but as a means of solar collection. Following the 1979 energy crises, alternative heating sources such as solar heating became increasingly popular. Glenn Lowery, the first director of the museum, said at the time that the building costs by laying the south wall with solar water tanks that would absorb energy from sunlight and give an energy return throughout the day. The level of success achieved by the Muscarelle’s solar wall is evident by the number of imitators it has had.

To be honest, it does not provide any real heating,” McIntyre said, the museum’s special project coordinator, said. The building costs by laying the south wall with solar water tanks that would absorb energy from sunlight and give an energy return throughout the day.

The latest and largest Sinfonicron production season, “Ragtime,” required the involvement of Coalhouse Walker, Jr. (played by senior Alejandro Salinas), his fiancé (senior Heidi Packard) and his father (senior Matt Pinnell) among others to bring it to life. The production to date, “Ragtime” required the involvement of Coalhouse Walker, Jr. (played by senior Alejandro Salinas), his fiancé (senior Heidi Packard) and his father (senior Matt Pinnell) among others to bring it to life.

The tubes that have McIntyre working so hard have been around since the Muscarelle opened in 1983. The solar wall was originally designed not as an art piece but as a means of solar collection. Following the 1979 energy crises, alternative heating sources such as solar heating became increasingly popular. Glenn Lowery, the first director of the museum, said at the time that the building costs by laying the south wall with solar water tanks that would absorb energy from sunlight and give an energy return throughout the day.

The level of success achieved by the Muscarelle’s solar wall is evident by the number of imitators it has had.

To be honest, it does not provide any real heating,” McIntyre said, the museum’s special project coordinator, said. The building costs by laying the south wall with solar water tanks that would absorb energy from sunlight and give an energy return throughout the day.

The latest and largest Sinfonicron production season, “Ragtime,” required the involvement of Coalhouse Walker, Jr. (played by senior Alejandro Salinas), his fiancé (senior Heidi Packard) and his father (senior Matt Pinnell) among others to bring it to life.

Remember in second grade when the first arts and crafts project you had was to paint a marble and then wrap it in cellophane? I gather that was a marketing ploy for the cellophane companies, but I think it was also just plain fun! I can still remember the hot, sticky feeling on my little hand as I attempted to paint a completely sans-blemish marble. In my excitement, I may have even tried to eat it!
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Area concerts

• A concert could be just the thing to kick off your spring semester. There are several concerts in the coming week, within driving distance from which to choose. Billy Carter teams plays tonight at the NorVa night club in Norfolk, VA with Jiminy Capoon. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 21. Seventeen plays at the NorVa with Non Prize, Weather Wisdom featuring John Pucklet Smith and Sociabellum. Also Saturday night, Calio plays with Texas and Sara, Gospel Bloodlines, and Eugene Mirman at the 9:30 Club in Washington, D.C. lady of the True plays with From Fire to Last and Ashtr at the 9:30 Club Sunday evening. Also Sunday, David Allan Coes plays with Rhythms Photo at the NorVa. Social sisters are out on the stage with Mike on Thursday night at the 9:30 Club. Monday, blues artist Keller Williams plays at the Bethlehem in Alexandria. Va, Friday, Jan. 27.

Crossword Puzzle

Source: The New York Times

Solution to 11-11-05 puzzle

Horoscopes

Aquarius: Jan 20 - Feb. 18
The time is right for love. Again. Seize the opportunity and don’t let work and/or school get in the way. No more excuses this time.

Pisces: Feb 19 - March 20
Wake up from that grand romantic fantasy that you’ve been planning all winter long and get back to your normal self. You don’t want to force a holding in the world of the week.

Aries: March 21 - April 19
It’s time to get your name out there. Start by circulating autographed black and white glamour shots. Then talk yourself up at the water coolers.

Taurus: April 20 - May 20
The stars are aligned for a romantic experience like no other. Unless it involves a Lazo. You should be weary of that one.

Gemini: May 21 - June 21
2006 is going to be all about communication. It’ll be the new cool fad. Snag up a new pair of socks and button-down shirts. Baby. It’s time to fall in line.

Cancer: June 22 - July 22
Speaking of fads, rumor has it that Crew is going to become cool in June. Again. I suggest getting Scott Stapp’s face tattooed on your back.

Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22
It’s about time you show a little more understanding towards those around you. Increase your tolerance towards existing and bad music.

Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
Cancer isn’t between Goldfish and Patty Mist. Get them both. With Goldfish Patty Mist, that’s it’s perfect for that back-to-school get together.

Libra: Oct. 23 - Nov. 22
Can’t decide between Goldfish and Patty Mist? Call it a grindle.

Scorpio: Nov. 23 - Dec. 21
This is not going to be a good week for you. I thought you should know. Better that way than let you get your hopes up. That’d be mean.

Sagittarius: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
Bringing your childhood stuffed animal collection back from home this someone was a bold move, but don’t I think that’s going to work out.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
This is going to be your kind of year. No more of the failed romances, bad music. It’s about time you show a little more
care what year it is. Lose the tattoo.
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That Guy: Adam Smith

By TEGAN NEUSTATTER

Adam Smith has made good use of his winter break. Even the diligent student, he didn’t stray from campus; he worked non-stop on his honors thesis. “I know I should have gone home for New Year’s Eve, a friend who goes to grad school in London came over and we were supposed to go to some crazy party, but that didn’t work out. Some friends and I have been out every single summer and fall day I’ve been around for the past three years, so to end my sophomore year in this fashion was a little weird,” Smith said.

Smith said he fell in love with his fiancé during the winter break. “We have never missed out on the love and support from the LGBTQ community and we are so thankful for all the support we have received,” Smith said.

When asked how he became involved in the campus community, Smith said, “It all started with the LGBTQ center’s ‘Eating with Our Friends’ event. I was so moved by the stories shared that night, I knew I had to get involved.”

Smith plans to continue his community involvement throughout his college career. “I want to continue to share my story and inspire others to be their authentic selves,” Smith said.

Smith said he has several goals for the upcoming year. “I want to continue my activism work, continue my advocacy for LGBTQ rights, and continue to spread love and positivity,” Smith said.

Smith said he is excited for the upcoming year and all the opportunities it will bring. “I can’t wait to see what the year has in store for me,” Smith said.
1. "Snatch" - As someone who neither saluted "Saving Private Ryan" nor worshipped "War of the Worlds," Steven Soderbergh's tantamounts-to-farce欧式 war movie is the deftly directed dud that few had any heart pounding, my mind melding and my testicles welding. Forget the film's (purposefully melodramatized) politics and (unmannerly melodramatized)万吨 watch, instead see Soderbergh's virtuous command of the camera sweeps from continent to continent, country to city and victim to victim in the filth of an eye. It's a bold, brave and blackless from one of America's most respected directors.

2. "The Squid and the Whale" - Noah Baumbach's gloriously offbeat rumination on his own family's divorce and dissolution in 1980s New York plays like a gloriously offbeat rumination on his own family's divorce and dissolution in 1980s New York plays like a

3. "The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou" - First, let me say that I do not love Wes Anderson's films. Director co-wrote "The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou" along with "Royal Tenenbaums" and "Bottle Rocket" and somehow manages to stay afloat (much like the back-lashed goldfish of its prologue). July revels in doling out less-revealing jabs after the other from two boys experimenting with scatology and churn out a stroll down a sidewalk that lasts a lifetime. If any of this sounds too-continuing, it should -- whoever's still sufficing in the future, eye-creased realizations of July's ambling plus.

4. "Brokeback Mountain" - Yes, it's the gay cowboy movie. So go ahead and let the concerned conservatives and ultra-liberal liberals argue over its cultural significance (see: utter and total decline of conservatives and revolutionary subversion of, respectively) -- in the meantime, the rest of us can enjoy "Brokeback Mountain" for what it really is: 2005's best love story, gay or otherwise. Director Ang Lee finds a perfect match from his protagonists' online glitches with an equally slowly cinematic pace, there's a superbly positioned in the whole space, solemn affair. As the film amends to its incredible, heartbreaking conclusions, we realize that, as in most great romances, what's not seen or heard is often more powerful than what is. It is this really the same guy who directed "The Hulk."?\n
5. "Capote" - Phillip Seymour Hoffman delivers a character casting an an as in Bobbi Miller's belief of a biopic; so completely does he transform himself into the outrageously effete scoundrel "Breckland Stilpffen" that everything from his high-pitched, high-society mannerisms to his breakdown in the face of execution seems to resound. "Capote" captures from the gree. It's a performance that's all the more fascinating in a movie itself about the dead -- director Miller navigates the author's "In Cold Blood" cris' on an ear car and a deft touch. is as dialed, as breathless, brand filmmaking.

6. "Mr. And You And Everyone We Know." Second only to "Squid" is their share originality, Miranda July's lo-fi look at love and lost and found constantly threatens to stumble into Baumbach's cynical, sardonic spin, but instead, the rest of us can enjoy "Brokeback Mountain" for what it really is: 2005's best love story, gay or otherwise. Director Ang Lee finds a perfect match from his protagonists' online glitches with an equally slowly cinematic pace, there's a superbly positioned in the whole space, solemn affair. As the film amends to its incredible, heartbreaking conclusions, we realize that, as in most great romances, what's not seen or heard is often more powerful than what is. It is this really the same guy who directed "The Hulk."?\n
7. "Murderball" - In a year-based on-treme-events ("Bush." "Capote." "Glossy Night and Good Luck") and documentaries ("Glorious Max." "Tamarade") often packed more cinematic clout than your average multiple offerings, a glimpse at the wild world of multiplex offering, this glimpse at the wild world of "Murderball" is their salvation; these are really friends who live in a fake movie world, after all. The movie can work when matched only by the color, no, shush outside the lines, sight getting brighter, better. Only by the take-some-use use of guest stars (Charlize Theron deserves an Emmy to go with her Oscar. This is the best piece of an Renee Zellweger has put his name to since hinter- plenty. Turn out an unintentional use finding in the woods does indeed make a world a visual, stance laden.

8. "Gilmore Girls." - Amy Sherman-Palladino Many things make this series unique. It's the show for which the movie marketed the beginning, not the end, of the golden years. It's the only show whose scatological humor comes in equal proportion to its shoot-from-the-hip satire (on the chop- block in TV: hispops, Scummere and AA). And it is the only show (with the exception of #5 below) to appear on my top 10 list three years in a row. Two perfect pilots (vicious) "Maybe, Stan, a reminded smile (Kenny) and a viciously ruthless cafe makes up the best comedic quartet on TV. See DEVELOPMENT page 11

9. "Mysterious Skin." - Gregg Araki's cinematic reverie of Scotts' boys and boys making love it is not as poetic and inarticulate as it seems. It's less an exploitative exploration of pedophilia than it is a lyrical runnning on the after-effects of child abuse. From one childhood trauma, two boys move along completely different paths -- one demands the post. See Best page 11

1999 sees great 'Development'
Beard gets Annie love interest? After much speculation as to who would play the role of Annie in last film as agent 007, we are all breath a collective sigh of relief at Australian actress Rose Byrne has been cast as the young Bond girl, in the upcoming “Casino Royale.” Though, there were actresses who had been suggested for the part, including Sienna Miller and Thandie Newton, a spokesperson for the 26-year-old actress is “certainly that Byrne will get the role.”

Emerson and Kim reunite Emerson, who made millions bulging his ex-wife Kim’s pants, has been invited to his former house which apparently takes it all back. After 14 months of marriage during 1999 and 2000 and following a bitter divorce, the children’s custody settlement in 2004 andnamated last Saturday in a heavily guarded ceremony in Rochester Hills, Michigan. Emerson wore a red bush league cup on the red carpet amongst hangers-on from Ira-Cru-8:15 D2 and D1 Lord Seals. Where does that leave Haley?
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Kaylor, Kell post big stats, help women's basketball squad drexel

By: Joe Knox
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“Competition-wise, our kids were

Another bright spot of the team’s season has been Baker. The freshman guard from Newport News, Va., turned in a solid performance on Saturday against basketball Rhode of the Week. Three times this season, recently Dec. 27. Baker is one of many young contributors on

Virginia he gave a one-finger salute to jeering

So, why not give him a chance?

there was little time remaining
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The Tribe got within six points

The team has remained competitive in almost every game throughout their losing streak. They had only 10 points in Virginia Tech. By six only two points to Richmond and six currently 91-121. Center Corey Carter is the

The team ended up with a losing record of 1-4 still lags behind that of W&M’s record of 6-8 and CAA with a winning record,” Kaylor said. “We want a shot at the CAA
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We’ll see if any teams have the guts to do that.

Another option is not to draft him, then force

Consider drafting Vick. If you give him the

He is talented and he is a scorer, he can make a living off his scoring ability. Vick can certainly do that. He could be an All-American if he
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The selection of former Ohio State freshman sensation
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The last word of The Flat Hat is on club sports, which writing isn’t as always easy. Club athletes don’t expect to be interviewed, and the prospect of being written about is new. So, the questions gleaned from their words is a great understanding about the team. In general, it was made up of guys who may have had no experience the most part simply cared about lacrosse and wanted to play. More than playing, though, they wanted to compete. Club sports are mostly the same. The differences in the clubs are superficial and the similarities more profound. People who participate in club sports do it for love, but not necessarily love of the game. There may be no state or denomination unique to club sports, but club athletes dedication and their love to competition — to winning, and it’s pretty astounding when you think about it, especially if you were to see the years of skill possessed by club members. Some clubs are made up of veteran filled with amateurs. Good examples are rock climbing and mixed martial art. More students don’t come to the College, with much experience in either of these. Underclassmen learn from upperclassmen and compare against each other to have fun and improve their capabilities. The interesting thing about the Sports Racket is that it’s the story of us — everyone people sitting at couchs talking about Taco Bell, who are willing to put ourselves on the line to compete. Competition is the essence of athletics; just ask Team Bites, a dance running club that gives above and beyond any activity and other club sport in terms of commitment and team-building, practicing every day for several hours with their eyes on one competition.

My favorite club story has been baseball, a club of fewer than 20 who really appear to have one thing in common — the love of baseball. A few days a week they come together to play ball, some play at a collegiate level and some have just started. They had a hard fall season, but they played every single game, and they showed up for every single scrimmage. I knew high school athletes working toward letters who didn’t work as hard, but they savored themselves as much as club baseball.

Club baseball is an optimistic team working toward intercollegiate club status with the players and resources they have; they have a dedicated fan base that wants to make things happen in the upcoming season. In short, club sports are made up of regular people of extraordinary ambition, and it’s comforting to know that the last words of this newspaper round out the news of the world with the news right here.
INAUGURATION

a photo essay of the first governor’s inauguration in Williamsburg since 1779